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Full	Throttle	Update:	Mission	FoC	Commercials

Shot Shot Description Audio

1

Wide shot of the galaxy. Space ship 
comes into frame from the top. Cut to:

2

View of the galaxy from inside the 
cockpit. A HUD of the galaxy map is 

already visible.

Captain's V.O. "As we continue our 
mission always remember to 

prepare yourselves--" (the comet 
passes by) "For the unexpected!"

Episode 3: Quikly

CREW	CALL	:	000

Boards
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3

SUDDENLY- a comet passes by our 
view. Camera pans with it and snap 

zooms in on it.

Captain's V.O. "Let's go see what 
this is!"

4

Exterior as the space ship zips away. 
Camera holds static wide ACTION MUSIC KICKS IN

5

Lateral track with the space ship as it 
follows the asteroid, dodging debris 
from the asteroid's tail. Bits of debris 
pass in the foreground emphasizing 

how fast we are moving. 
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6

Shot leading the asteroid w/ the 
spaceship in the background

7

View from the cockpit as the spaceship 
gains on the Quikly Comet moving 

extremely fast.

Captain V.O. "This is the Quikly 
Comet. Here: speed matters."

8

Push in on cockpit so the Quikly Comet 
fills the whole frame. HUD overlay goes 

on top the comet and its tail. Stats: 
speed (x), etc.

Captain V.O. "As it passes by alien 
planets and space stations…"
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9

Snap zoom in on a satellite on the 
comet's surface w/ a HUD overlay of 

the deal its offering: "deal now for 
Space Parts Emporium"

Captain V.O. "…it sends out a radio 
signal with a deal…"

10

A notification pops up on the HUD 
overlay that: "User Beguliar Station is 
first bidder! 500 Credit Reward!" whip 

pan to:

Captain V.O. "…those who act the 
fastest get the best deal."

11

Space Station out the window in 
distance behind us. HUD overlay shows 

that this is the Beguliar Station

SFX: faint sounds of aliens 
cheering
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12

Cut to: view of the cockpit where a 
video feed pops up with the Quikly 

leader w/ lower thirds.

Captain V.O. "Wait, I'm getting a 
feed from the Quikly Comet's 
leader." Leader Dialogue: 

"Welcome. You've impressed us with 
your speed. At Quikly we reward 
those who act fastest with offers. 
Brands like Dominoes use us to 

tease out limited batches of awards 
coming soon. The catch is no one 
has any idea when they're coming, 

all they know is that they'll be 
released on a first come first serve 

basis and the faster they are to 
respond to it, the better the incentive 

will be. We move quickly and you 13

Cut to: extreme wide shot of our 
spaceship flying away to land on the 

asteroid

Captain V.O. "Let's take a closer 
look at some of these offers." 

MUSIC SWELLS


